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Multiple quality controls in a confined space
Laetus, May 2017. A wide range of optical control applications are used to ensure a high level
of quality in the packaging process. The checks that can be carried out range from code reading
to checking the printing of markings and graphic elements right through to inspecting the
product itself for integrity and completeness or various other product characteristics and
properties.
Optical inspection solutions from Laetus: ARGUS, INSPECT, and POLYPHEM cover the entire
range of applications. Standardized system packages, consisting of terminals, IPCs, software,
and end devices such as cameras and scanners can be tailored to the specific requirements of
the checks in question.
Laetus took the Commander Conveyor POLYPHEM 3D to interpack (Laetus booth, Balcony) to
demonstrate how such a wide range of checks could be performed in a confined space. The
conveyor combines multiple quality controls with compact dimensions, thereby providing an
interesting insight into the world of optical inspection in the packaging process.
Mark 1,000 incl. spaces

Further information about the Laetus interpack highlights:
http://join-the-show.de/interpack/de/
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The Commander Conveyor POLYPHEM 3D combines multiple quality controls
with compact dimensions

About Laetus
Founded in 1974, Laetus is an industry leader in inline quality inspection systems with
thousands of successful installations of its renowned ARGUS, POLYPHEM, and INSPECT
solutions across identification, fill inspection, and other quality control applications. With its
Secure Track and Trace Solution (S-TTS), Laetus is also a leader in developing robust supply
chain solutions for the Pharmaceutical, Medical, Cosmetics and FMCG industries enabling the
requirements of all regulations regarding anti-counterfeiting to be fulfilled. Laetus partners with
its customers to address their unique serialization and traceability requirements. Laetus has
sold more than 18,000 systems across the globe including more than 42,000 Laetus cameras

and sensors. Headquartered in Alsbach-Hähnlein, Germany, Laetus has significant scale to
address the needs of customers worldwide with some 250 employees and direct sales and
engineering operations in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, the US, China, South America,
and Mexico. In addition, Laetus has an extensive network of valued channel partners that
extend Laetus’ technical expertise in another 40 countries. In December 2015 Laetus has
been acquired by Danaher. It operates as an independent business within the Product
Identification Platform.
For more information please visit: www.laetus.com.

